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Abstract 
We present a space with a point-countable base but no point-countable closed k-network. 
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Intrinsic characterizations of topological spaces which are the images of metric spaces 
under quotient maps with separable fibers-that is, quotient s-images of metric spaces- 
have been given by Hoshina [5] and by Gruenhage, Michael and Tanaka [3]. Both of these 
conditions are easily seen to hold in k-spaces with a point-countable k-network of closed 
sets, and we wondered whether this condition might also characterize quotient s-images 
of metric spaces. But here we present a completely regular space with a uniform base, 
hence an open-compact image of a metric space [I], which admits no point-countable 
k-network of closed sets. This answers a question raised in [3]. On the other hand, 
a regular first-countable space with a point-countable k-network of closed sets has a 
point-countable base [2]. 
1. Definition of the space X 
Write JR = Q U P, where Q is the set of rational numbers and P is the set of irrational 
numbers. Let 
G=lRxwuPu{B}. 
Points in our space X are certain functions from w x w to G. Endow w x w with the 
(well-ordered) lexicographical ordering <. Points of X are of type I or type II defined 
as follows. 
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Type I points := the functions from w x w to P. 
Type II points := the functions x satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) There are i(x) < w and 0 < j(x) < w so that x(i,j) E P x w if (i,j) < 
(i(x),j(x)). Define P(x(i,j)) and v(x(i,j)) by x(&j) = (P(x(i,j)),~(x(i,j))) for 
(Cj) < (i(x),j(x)). 
(2) For i < i(x), there is a 0 < j(x, i) < w so that v(x(i,j(x, i))) < v(x(i,j)) for all 
j # j(x,i). Forj~ < j2 < w with j(x,i) 4 {jt,j~}, v(x(i,j~)) < v(x(i,j2)). 
(3) For i = i(x), there is a 0 < j(x, i) < j(x) so that v(x(i,j(x, i))) < r~(x(i,j)) for 
all j < j(x) with j # j(x,i). For jr 6 j2 < j(x) with j(x, 9 $ {A,j2}, v(x(i,$)) < 
v(z(Gj2)). 
(4) For j > j(x), x(i(x),j) = 19. 
(5) For i > i(x), there is a unique 0 < j(x,i) < w so that x(i,j(x,i)) E 
Q x {O,l,..., j(x)}. Define P(x(i,j(x,i))) and v(x(i,j(x,i))) by x(i,j(x, i)) = 
(P(x(i,j(x, i)))> v(x(Cj(x, i)))). 
(6) For i > i(x) and j # j(x, i), x(i, J’) = 19. 
(7) There is an M(x) < w so that v(x(i, j)) < M(x) for all (i, j) E w x w for which 
v(x(i,j)) is defined. 
We give G a non-Hausdorff topology by providing a countable neighborhood base at 
each point as follows. For m < w 
U((q,k),m) = { (r,k): T E If8 with 1~ - q( < A}, if q E Q and k < w; 
U((p,k),m) ={(p,k)}, ifpEPandk<w; 
V(p, m) = {p} U {(p, k): m < k < w}, if p E P; 
u(L), m) = (13) U {(T, k): T E R and m < k < w}. 
We now topologize X by giving a countable neighborhood base at each point as 
follows. For x E X and m,n < w 
V(x,m,n) = {y E X: y(i,j) E U(x(i,j),m) for all i <n andj <w}, 
V(x, n) = V(x, n, n) 
It is easy to see that the space X is Hausdorff and has both a o-disjoint base and 
a development. Once we show that X is regular it will follow from [41 that X has a 
uniform base. 
In fact, X is zero-dimensional. Indeed, it is easy to see that type II points have 
neighborhood bases of clopen sets. We show that type I points do too. 
For a type I point x and 0 < n < w, let 
kV(x,n)=V(x,n)UU{V(y,l+~(~(n+l,j(y,n+l))),n+l): yisatypeI1 
point with i(y) = n, p(y(i,j)) = x(i,j) 
and v(y(i,j)) 3 n for all (i,j) < (n,j(y))}. 
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We use the following lemmata to show that the W(z, n)‘s are clopen and form a local 
base at x. 
Lemma. W(x,n) is open. 
Lemma. W(x:, n) C V(z, n - 1) 
Lemma. W(z,n) C V(z,n - 1). 
Proof. If z E W(5,n) \ V( x,n - I), then z E V(z,n - 1) \ V(z,n - I), hence z is a 
type II point with i(z) = n - 1. Find m < w such that 
(a) m > v(z(n,j(z, n))), 
(b) m 2 n, and 
Cc) Ix(n,_?(z,n)) - p(z(n,j(~~n)))l 2 ll(m+ 1). 
Now (b) and (c) give V(z, m) fl V(x, n) = 8, so V(.z, m) f’ W(x, n) # 8 implies there 
is a type II point y with i(y) = n and p(y(i,j)) = x(i,j) and v(y(i,j)) 2 n for all 
(i,j) 6 (n,j(Y)), and a point 
tE V(z,m)nV(y,l +v(y(n+ l,j(y,n+ l))),n+ 1). 
As t E V(y, 0, n + l), 
P(&.&4)) =/qt(nL?(2/74) = P(Y(%j(Y9))) 
=+Jj(y,n)) = “(n,.#,n)). 
But t E V(z,m) and (a) imply j(t,n) = j(z,n); thus 
(@(nLSn))) - L+(nLGJ#l < & 7 
and, by Cc), 
0(%&n))) # +,+>n)) = +M,n)). 
This proves the lemma. 0 
Lemma. W(x, n) \ W(s, n) contains no type I points. 
Proof. If z is a type I point in W(x,n) \ VV(z,n), let j* be the least ordinal for which 
z(n, j”) # x(n,j*). Pick a t E V(z, j*,n + 1) n W(s,n). Then there is a type II point 
y with i(y) = n and p(y(i, j)) = x(i,j) and v(y(i,j)) > n for all (i,j) < (n, j(y)) so 
that 
t E V(Y, 1 + v(y(n+ l,.?(y,n+ l))),n+ 1). 
NowV(z,O,n+l)~V(y,O,n+1)=~ifj*~j(y),soj* >j(y)>~(y(n+i,j(y,n+ 
1))). We have t E V(z,j*,n + l), which implies v(t(n + l,j(y,n + 1))) 2 j*, while 
t E V(y, 0, n + 1) implies 
v(t(n+ l,j(y,n+ 1))) = v(y(n+ I,j(y,n+ 1))) <j*. 
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This proves the lemma. 0 
Lemma. W(z, n) \ W(z, n) contains no type II points. 
Proof. If z is a type II point with z E V(Z, n) \ V(x, n), then i(z) = n and p(z(i, j)) = 
x(i,j) and v(.z(i,j)) > n for all (i,j) < (n,j(z)); hence z E W(x,n). We now consider 
a type II point z in the closure of 
~{V(y,1+v(y(n+1,j(y,n+1))),n+1): yisatypeIIpointwithi(y)=n 
and P(y(i,j)) = x(i,j) and v(y(i,j)) > ~2 for all (i,j) < (n,j(y))}. 
We consider three cases. 
In case i(z) > n + 1, there is a type II point y with i(y) = n and p(y(i,j)) = x(i,j) 
and v(y(i,j)) > n for all (i,j) 6 (n,j(y)) so that 
V(z,O,n+l)rlV(y,l+Y(y(n+1,j(y,n+1))),n+l) f0. 
Then z E V(y, 1 + v(y(n + 1, j(y, n + l))), n + 1). 
In case i(z) = n + 1, there is a type II point y with i(y) = n and p(y(i, j)) = x(i,j) 
and v(y(i, j)) > n for all (i, j) < (n, j(y)) and a point 
tEV(t,O,n+l)nV(y,l+v(y(n+l,j(y,n+l))),n+l). 
Since t E V(y, 1 +v(y(n+ l,j(y,n+ l))),n+ l), we havej(y,n+ 1) = j(t,n+ 1) = 
j(z,n + 1) ,< j(z). It follows that z E V(y, 1 + v(y(n + l,j(y,n + l))),n + 1). 
In case i(z) = n, there is a type II point y with i(y) = n and p(y(i,j)) = x(i, j) and 
v(y(i,j)) > n for all (i,j) < (n,j(y)) and a point 
tEV(z,l+v(z(n+l,j(z,n+l))),n+l) 
nv(y,l +v(y(n+ l,j(y,n+ I))),n+ 1). 
Since t E V(z, 0,n) n V(y, 0, n), if j(z) < j(y) we get ,B(z(i,j)) = x(i, j) and 
v(z(i,j)) 2 n for all (i,j) < (n,j(z)); thus z E W(x,n). If j(y) < j(z), then since 
j(y,n+ 1) =j(t,n+ 1) =j(z,n+ 1) and 
v(y(n+ l,j(y,n+ 1))) = v(t(n+ l,j(t,n+ 1))) = v(z(n+ l,j(z,n+ I))), 
defining y* from w x w to G by 
Y*(i,j) = 
z(i,j) if (i,j) = (n+ l,j(y,n+ 1)); 
Y(&j) otherwise; 
gives a type II pointy* so that z E V(y*, l+v(y*(n+l,j(y*, n+1))), n+l) C W(x, n). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
2. X admits no point-countable closed k-network 
Let us introduce some definitions and notation. Given a set D we will say A is an 
ordered partition of D if A is a finite sequence (S(O), S(l), . . . , S(A - 1)) of subsets of 
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D so that {S(a): a < A} is a partition of D. We will say that a function f from D to w 
is increasing 011 A if f is constant on each S(a), and f[S(a)] 6 f[S(b)] if a < b < A. 
We identify f with the sequence (f[S(O)], f[S(l)], , f[S(A - l)]) in w. 
Proposition 1. Let A = (S(O), S(l), . . . , S(A - 1)) be an ordered partition of a count- 
ably infinite set D with A 3 2, and let F be the set of all functions from D to w which 
are increasing on A. Suppose we can write F = U{F(b, A): b E B} with 0 < IBI < w. 
For b E B and 0 < a < A - 1, set 
F(b,a) = {@(0)$(l), . . ,/~(a - 1)): t h ere are infinitely many k(a) < w so 
that (k(O), It(l), . . , k(a - l), /c(a)) E F(b,a + l)}. 
Then there is a b E B so that F(b, 1) is infinite. 
Proof. If not, pick /c*(O) > max(U{F(b, 1): b E B}). For 0 < a < A inductively 
choose 
It*(a) > max {k*(u - l)} 
( 
U {k(a): (/c*(O), . . . , /~*(a - l), k(a)) E u {F(b, a + 1): b E B}). 
Note that (/c*(O), k*(l), . , k*(A - 1)) IS an increasing sequence not in F. 0 
Suppose 0 < n < w and for 0 < i < n we have n < t(i) < s(i) < r(i) < w. For 
D = {(i,j) E w x w: (0,n) < (i,j) < (n+ 1,O)) \ {(i,t(i)): 0 < i 6 n} 
(where w x w is lexicographically ordered) we define an ordered partition 
A(t(n),t(n- l),..., t(l),s(l),~(l),s(2),~(2),...,s(n),r(n)) 
of D by 
A@(n), t(n - l), . . . ,t(l),s(l),~(l),s(2),~(2),... ,s(n),r(n)) 
= 
({ 
(0,j): n < j < w}, {(l,j): j < t(l)}, 
{(W t(1) <j s ~(1)}&1,41)+ 1)},{(1,41)+2)}, 
-,{(l,~(l))}>{(lLi): r(l) -Q<w},{(w: j-+2)}, 
{ (2, j): $2) < j G s(2)}, ((2,G) + I)}, { (&s(2) + 2)}, 
...,{(2,T(2))},{(2,j): 7-P) <j ->3 
{(n,j): j <t(n)},{(n,.i): t(n) <_i 6 s(n)},{(n,s(n)+ I },
{(,n,s(n)+2)},...,{(n,r(n))}, 
{(i,d: (n,r(n)) < 2 J < (‘, ‘1 \ ( n+ 1,O))). 
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The object of this section is to prove that our space X has no point-countable k-network 
of closed sets. 
Definition. A collection I2 of subsets of a topological space Y is a k-network for Y 
if for each compact set K and open subset U > K, there is a finite R* c R so that 
KcIJR’cU. 
Proposition 2 [6,3]. If Y is a first-countable space with a point-countable k-network R 
of closed sets, U is an open subset of Y, and y E U, then there is a finite ‘R* c R so 
that y E int(U R*) c U R* c U. 
We begin the proof that our space X has no point-countable k-network R by choosing 
a fixed type I point x* in X and letting U = V( x* , 0). Proposition 2 would imply that 
for every type I point z’ E V(x*, 0) there is an n(z’) and a finite R” C 72 so that 
V(x’,n(x’)) c (JR* c v(x*,o). 
We will show that this does not hold. 
We need a bit of machinery. Suppose 0 < n < w and suppose x is a function from 
(n + 1) x w to p which can be extended to a function x’ from w x w to P (i.e., to a 
type I point x’) so that there is a finite subset R*(z) = {R(b): b E B(z)} of R so that 
V(x’,n) c UR’(s) c V(x*,O). 
Let C denote the set of all integer-valued finite sequences 0 of length at least 0, but 
not more than 3n, which can be extended to a sequence 
(t(n),t(n- l),...,t(l),s(l),~(1),s(2),ro,...,s(n),~(n)) 
with n < t(i) < s(i) < r(i) for each i with 1 < i < n. We pick an R*(a)(x) E R*(x) 
for each CJ E C as follows. 
We begin with the sequences of length 3n. For 
f7 = (W,t(n - l),...,t(l),s(l),~(1),s(2),r(2),...,s(n),~(n)) 
consider the ordered partition 
A = A(WAn- 1),...,t(l),s(l),r(l),so,r(2),...,s(n),~(n)) 
of 
D = {(i,j) E w x w: (0,n) < (i,j) 6 (n+ LO)} \ {&t(i)): 16 i 6 n}. 
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For a given 1 < w and a function f from D to {m: n < m < w} which is increasing on 
A, we consider a type II point y(l, f)(z) E V(d, n) described by 
/ 
(z*(i,j),n + 1) if i = 0, j < n; 
(x*(i,j),n) if i = 0, j = n; 
(x(i,j),n) if 1 < i < n and j = t(i); 
(x(i,i),f(i,.Y)) if (i,j) E D \ {(n + l,O)}; 
Y(l, f)(x)(i,j) = ( (e/l, f(i,j)) if i = n + 1 and j = 0; 
(4,O) ifi=n+l andj= 1; 
0 ifi=n+l andj> 1; 
(0,O) ifi>n+l andj=l; 
0 ifi>n+l andjfl. 
(Here e is a particular fixed irrational number.) 
Now each y(Z, f)(x) E R(b) for some b E B(x). Let 
= IAl ( = 3n + 1 + 2 r(i) - %.5(i)) 
i=l i=l 
and, for each b E B(x), let F(b, A)(x) be th e set of functions f from D to {m: n < m < 
w} which are increasing on A and have y(l, f)(x) E R(b) for infinitely many 1 < w. 
Adopting the notation of Proposition 1, we select R*(o)(x) = R(b) for a b E B(x) so 
that F(b, l)(z) is infinite. 
We now recursively select R*(D)(X) E R*(x) for c E C of length less than 3n so 
that R*(~)(X) = R*(z)(x) f or infinitely many j < w so that z E C. This completes 
the selection of the R*(a)(x) for cr E C. 
Set R*(x) = R*($)(x), where 4 is the sequence of length 0. 
We select some particular members of C as follows. Choose 
(t(n,O)(x),t(n- l,O)(~),...,~(l,O)(~),~(l,O)(~),~(l,O)(~),~(~,O)(~), 
7(2,0)(z), . . ,s(n,O)(x),T(n, O)(x)) 
in C of length 3n so that 
R*(x) = R*((t(n,O)(x)))(x) 
= R* ((t(n, 0) (~1, t(n - 1,O) (xl)) (x) 
= R*((t(n,O)(x),t(n - l,Wx:),t(n - 2,0)(x)))(x) 
Now choose 
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(t(n)*(4,t(n - 1, l)(z),t(n - 2,1)(z), .. . ,s(l, l)(z),r(l, l)(5), 
4% l)(z), Q, l)(z), . . . ,s(n - l,l)(z),r(n - 1, w-4) 
in C of length 3n - 2 so that t(n)*(x) > s(n, O)(z) and 
R*(z) = R*((W*(4))(4 
= R*((W*(4,+ - 1,1)(4))(4 
= R*((+)*(+(n - 1, l)(z),t(n - 2,1)(4))(4 
= R*((t(n)*(z), t(n - 1,1)(X), . . ,472 1, I)(z),r(n - 1, 
Fork= n, inductively choose 
t(n - k + l)‘(z), t(n - k, Ic)(z),t(n - k - 1, k)(~), 
. > t(l,rc)(~),s(l,lc)(~),r(l,lc)(z),s(2,lc)), 
. . . > s(n - k k)(x), T(n. - h k)(z) 
so that 
(t(n)*(a),t(n- l)*(X),...,t(n-k+ l)‘(X),t(n-k,k)(s),t(n-k- I,k)(z), 
“‘, t(1, k)(z), 41, k)(z),r(l, I>, 42, k)(s),r(2, k)(xG>, 
. . , s(n - h k)(xc), ~(n. - k, k)(4) 
is a member of C of length 3n - 2k and t(n - k + l)*(z) > s(n - k + 1, k - l)(z) and 
so that 
R*(s) = R*((W*(4)(4 
= R*((t(n)*(4, i(n - 1)*(4))(4 
= R*((+)*(+(n - l)*(z),t(n - 2)*(4))(4 
= R*((t(n)*(z),t(n - l)*(z), . , s(n - k, k)(x),r(n - k, k)(x)))(x). 
Note that R*(x) = R*((t(n)*(z), t(n - l)*(z), . ,t(l)*(z)))(z). 
completes construction our for n 0 n w 
fixed z (n 1) w IP’ can extended a I 2’ 
that is finite R*(X) R that u) C UP(z) C V(z*, 0). 
Now if 0 < n < w and 7 = (7(l), 7-(2), . . , T(n)) is a n-length finite sequence of 
integers with I > n for 1 < i < n; if 1 < m < n; and if R E R; then define: 
H(T) = {z: z is a function from (n + 1) x w to IP so that 5 can be extended 
to a type I point 5’ for which there is a finite subset R’ of R 
so that V(z’, n) c UR* c V(z*,O) and so that 
(t(I)*(rc),t(2)*(2),...,t(n)*(z)) = T}. 
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H(n, r) = {z: 2 is a function from {(i, j) E w x w: (i, j) < (n, 7-(n))} to p 
for which there is a second category set of p E P so that 
$? can be extended to a member of H(r)}. 
H(m, r) = {z: z is a function from {(i, j) E w x w: (i, j) < (m, 7-(m))} to l? 
for which there is a second category set of p E P so that 
z can be extended to a member of H(m + 1, T)}. 
H(T,R) = {x E H(7): R”(z) = I?}. 
H(n, 7, R) = { 2 E 12, r): There is a second category set of p E p so that 
3 can be extended to a member of H(r, R)}. 
H(m, 7, R) = {z E H(m, 7): There is a second category set of p E P so that 
?$ can be extended to a member of H(m + 1,-r, R)}. 
If z is a function from {(i: j) E w x w: (i,j) < (I, J)} to P and p E P, then by z 
we mean the function from {(i, j) E w x w: (i, j) < (I, J)} to P given by 
2$(i,j) 
{ 
if < (I,J), 
P if (i, j) = (I, J). 
With our notation in place we now turn to the proof that X admits no point-countable 
k-network of closed sets. The heart of the matter is contained in the next two lemmata 
and the proof is assembled in Proposition 3. 
Lemma. If 1 < m < n < w and r = (r(l), r(2), . ,7(n)) is an n-length sequence of 
integers with 7(i) > n for 1 < i < 12, then H(m, 7) = U{H(m, T, R): R E R}. 
Proof. First we consider m = n. If z E H(n, T), then there is a second category set C 
of p E P so that z can be extended to a z(p) E H(T). For each such z(p), 
R* (a+)) = R*((t(n,O)(G)), t(n - 1,0)(G)), . .I s(n! WW)) (414). 
Find r,(z(p)) 3 r(n) = t(n)*(z(p)) > s(n,O)(z(p)) so that 
Since there are only countably many possibilities for the sequence (t(n, 0)(x(p)), t(n - 
170)(G)),..., s(n,O)(z(p)),r,(z(P))) for the p E C, we may assume they coincide 
for all p E C. 
For p E C, let us index the ordered partition 
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A(th 0)(x(~)), t(n - 1,0)(x(~)), . .,s(n, 0)(G4)>4+))) 
= {S(a): u < A}. 
Note that {(n, r(n))} = S(Q) for some a0 with 1 < a0 < A. 
Recall that for each p E C, R*(z(p)) = R(b) for some b E B(z(p)) for which 
F(b, 1)(x(p)) is infinite. Thus F(b,uo)(z(p)) IS infinite and we may select a func- 
tion f(4~)) E F(b,ao)(+>). F or each k < w, we may extend f(z(p)) to a func- 
tion &(z(p)) E F(b,A)(z(p)) so that frc(z(p)) is increasing on {S(u): a < A) and 
fk(z(p))[S(u)] 3 k for all a with a0 < (L < A. Since there are but countably many 
possibilities for the f(z(p)), we may assume they coincide for all p E C and write f(z) 
for f(z(p)). 
The type II point described by 
(x*(i,.i),n. f 1) if i = 0 and j < n, 
(x*(&j), n) if i = 0 and j = n, 
, k(il.?)l n) if 1 < i < n and j = t(i,O), 
0 if i = n and j > r(n), 
0 ifian+landj#l, 
(03 0) ifian+ andj= 1, 
, (z(i,j>, [f(z)](i,j)) otherwise; 
is in cl(R*(z(p))) f or each p E C. Indeed, if k < w find I(k) > k so that y(2(k), 
.Mx(P)))(x(P)) E R*(x(P)) and note that the sequence k4, (k), Mx(P)))(x(P)): 
k < w} converges to c. R being a point-countable collection of closed sets, there is 
an R*(z) E R and a second category set of p E P so that R”(x(p)) = R*(z). That is, 
z E H(n, r, R*(z)), and hence the lemma holds if m = n. 
Now let us suppose 1 < m < n, and assume that the lemma holds for m + 1, 
m+2,... , n. Let z E H(m, r). There is a second category set of pm E IP so that 
;p,‘ can be extended to a z,+i (pm) E H(m + 1, 7, R*(zm+l (pm))). For each such 
p, there is a second category set of pm+1 E P so that &,+I (p,)p,+l‘ can be ex- 
tended to a zm+2(pm,pm+i) E H(m + 2,7-, R*(z,+l(p,))). Continuing, we even- 
tually get that for each such p,, p,+i , . . , p,_l , there is a second category set of 
pn E P so thati,(p,,p,+l,. . , p,- I )plL can be extended to an x(p,, p,+i , . , p,) E 
H(r, R” (z,+i (pm))). For each x(p,, P,+I, . , p,) we have 
R*&z+&m)) = R*(+mt~m+i,. . . ~4) 
= R*((t(n,O)(x(p,,p,+l,...,p,)),t(n- l,~)(x(p,,~m+~,...,p,)), 
..., s(~~o)(ehPm+l,~~~ ,Pn)), 
4~>w&h~Pm+l,~~~ ,PTJ)))(~(Pm,Pm+l,~~~ ,Pn>). 
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Find an T~(~P~,P~+I,. . . ,pn)) 3 7(m) = t(m)*(z(p,,p,+~, . . ,pn)) > s(m,n - 
~)(~(P,,P,,+I, . . ,pn)) so that 
R*((t(n)*(z(p,,p,+l,...,p,),t(n- l)*(s(P,,P,+l,.“,P,)),“., 
t(m+ l)*(~(p,n,p,+l,.‘~,p,,)),t(m,n-m)(z(p,,p,+l,...,p,)),..., 
t(l,n--m)(~(p,,p,+l,...,p,,)),s(l,n-m)(z(pm,p,,+I,...,Pn)), 
~~~,~-~~~~~P~~P~,+l,...:P,,~~,...,~(~.,~~-~)(~(P~,,P,+l,...,P~,)), 
rm(~(l)m,~,+l,“‘,p,))))(~(p,,p,+l,...,p,)) 
is equal to R* (x(p,, p,,+l , . , pn)). Then find integers 
. ) S,(Z(p,,p,+l,.‘.,p,)),r,(a(p,,p,+l,...,P,)) 
so that 
R*((t(n)*(z(p,,p,+~I,...,p,,)),t(n.- l)*(~(~m,p,+~,...,p,)),..., 
t(m + ~)*(+hPm+l,‘~~ ,p7L)),t(m,n-m)(~c(p,,,p,,+l,...,p,)),..., 
t(l,n-m)(a(p,,p,,+l,...,p,,)),s(l,n-m)(z(p,,p,+l,...,p,)), 
dl,n - ~)(+n,P?n+l>~~ . >Pn))>.“>4m,n - m)(z(p,,p,+1,...,p,)), 
~m(~(P,,P,+l,‘..,P,)),sm+l(~(P,,P,+l,~..,Pn)), 
~ln+l(~(Pm,pm+lr~’ .,pn)),...,Sn(~(pm,p,+l,...,p,)), 
Tn(2(1),,pm+l,...,P,))))(z(p,,p,+l,...,p,)) 
is equal to R*(x(pm,pm+~, . . ,p,)). By rechoosing our second category sets above we 
may assume that the 3n-length sequence 
(~~~~*~~~~~~~~+l~..‘~~~~~,...,~,,~~~~,,~,+l,..’,~,))) 
just constructed is identical for each (p,, p,,+r , , pTL), and call it (r. 
Let us index the ordered partition A(u) = {S(a): a < A}. There is an a0 with 
1 < uo < A so that {(m,r(m))} = S(ao). 
As R* (z(?k, P,+I, . , plL)) = R(b) for some b E B(z(p,, P,,+I, . . , pn)) for which 
W, 1)(4Pm,Pm+l,~~~ ,Pld) is infinite, we have that F(b, ao)(~(pm, p,+, , , p,)) is 
infinite. Let us select a function 
f(~(Pm>Pm+l,. . ‘ad) E F(b,ao)(z(p,,pm+*,...,p,)). 
For each k < w we may extend f(z(p,,p,+r , . ,p,)) to a function 
fk(J:(PmlPm+l,. . .,~n,) l F(b,A)(z(p,,p,+~,...,p,)) 
so that .~(~P~,P,+I,. ,P,)) is increasing on {S(a): a < A} = A(a) and fk(~c(p,, 
Pm+l,..‘, Pn))Ha)l 2 k f or all a with aa f a < A. Since there are but countably 
many possibilities for f(z(p,, p,+r , . . . , pll)), we may assume they coincide for all 
bn,Pm+l,..., P,) and write f(z) for ~(~(P,,P,+I,. . ,P~)). 
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For each fixed (p,, pm+], . . . ,p,_l) the set of p,‘s is second category and hence the 
closure of the set of p,‘s contains a rational number qn(p,,p,+l, . . . , ~~-1). We may as- 
sumetheq,(p,,pm+i,... ,p,_l)‘s coincide and write qn(z) = qn(p,,p,+l, . . . ,p,_l). 
Likewise, for each fixed (pm,p,+i,. . . ,pn_2) the set of p,_i’s is second cate- 
gory and hence its closure contains a rational number qn_l &,p,+l, . . . ,pn_2). 
Again we may assume the qn_t (p,, p,+l , . . . , p,_~)‘s coincide and write qn-l (z) = 
qn-l(Pm,P?n+l,‘~~ , ~~-2). Similarly we find qn-2(t), qn-3(z), . . . , qm+l (2). 
The type II point c given by 
c(i,j) = 
(x*(i,.i),n+ 1) 
(x*(4j),n) 
(4% j), n> 
9 
(qi(z),n) 
0 
I9 
KAO) 
(di,.d, Lf(z)l(i,j)) 
if i = 0 and j < n, 
if i = 0 and j = n, 
if 1 < i < m and j = t(i, n - m), 
if i = m and j > r(i), 
if m < i 6 n and j = r(i), 
if m < i < n and j # r(i), 
ifi>n+l andj#l, 
ifi>n+landj=l, 
otherwise; 
is in cl(R*(z,+i (p,))) = ~l(R*(z(p~,p,+i, . ,p,))) for each pm. Indeed, if k < w 
find a pm+](k) in the (remaining) second category set so that jpm+l(k) - qm+l(z)j < 
I/(k + 1). Then for (p,,pm+l(k)) find pm+2(k) in the appropriate second category set 
so that Ip,+z(k) - qm+2(z)I < l/(k + 1). Likewise find P,+I(~),P,+z(~), . . . ,p,(k) 
so that [pi(k) - qi(z)l < l/(k+ 1) f or m < i < n. Then find Z(k) > k so that 
y@(k), Mz(P,, pm+, (k), . . . ,p,(k)))(z(p,,p,+l(k), . . ,p,(k)))) is in 
R*(dpm,pm+dk), . . ,pn(k))) = R*(zm+,(pm)). 
The sequence 
{y@(k), M4pm,p,+i(k), . . ,p&)))) (+w+n+dk), . . . ,pn(W): k < w} 
converges to c. Thus since R*(zm+i (pm)) is closed, c E R*(zm+i (pm)) for each p,. As 
R is point-countable, there is a second category set of p,‘s so that the R’ (zm+l (pm))‘s 
coincide, say R*(z) = R*( zm+l(p,)). Thus z E H(m,T, R*(z)), and the lemma is 
proved. 0 
Lemma. If 1 < n < w and T = (7(1),7(2), . . . ,r(n)) is an n-length sequence of 
integers with T(i) > n fir 1 < i < n then H( 1, T) = 0. 
Proof. If H( 1, r) # 0, sa zi E H(1, 7, R*) for an R* E R, then there is a second y 
category set of pl E P so that 51pi can be extended to a zz(pi) E H(2,r, R”). For 
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each such pt there is a second category set of p2 E P so that &(pt)p; can be ex- 
tended to a zs(pl,p2) E H(3, 7, R*). Continuing we eventually get that for each such 
(p1,p2,...rp,,-1)th ere is a second category set of p, E p so that >, (pt , p2, . . , p,,_ , )p,,\ 
can be extended to an z(pt ,p2,. ,p,,) E H(T, R”). For each such (p, ,p2,. ,p,) we 
have 
For each appropriate (pi, p2, . . , p,) we can find a 3n-length sequence a(pt , p2, . , p,) 
E C which extends r so that R* = R*(a(pl ,p2,. . ,pn))(x(pl ,p2,. . ,pn)). 
By rechoosing our second category sets we may assume that the a(~,, p2, . , plL)‘s 
coincide for the various (~1, p2, . , p,)‘s. 
As R* = R(b) for some b E B(z(pl ,p2,. ,pn)) for which F(b, l)(z(p, ,p2,. . . ,pn)) 
is infinite, we can find for each Ic < w a function fk(z(pt , p2, , p,)) which is increasing 
on the ordered partition O(a(pt , ~2,. , p,)) so that &(~(PI, ~2,. . , P,))[# 3 k for 
all S E A(~PI, ~2,. . , P,)). 
For each fixed (~1 ,pz, . . . , pn- I), the set of p,‘s is second category and hence the 
closure of the p,‘s contains a rational number qn(pl ,p2,. . ,p,_l). We may assume the 
q,(pl, ~2,. , p,_l)‘s coincide and write qn. Further, for each fixed (~1, p2, . , P~~_~), 
the set of p,_ 1 ‘s is second category and hence the closure of the p,_ 1 ‘s contains a rational 
qn-l(Pl,PZ,... , ~~-2); again we may assume the qn_l (~1, p2, . , ~~-2)‘s coincide and 
write qn-l. Likewise find qn, q+l,. . ,ql. 
Consider the type II point c given by 
I 
(x*(i,j),n + 1) if i = 0 and j < n; 
(x*(G.?),n) if i = 0 and j = n; 
c(6j) = ( (qi,n) if 1 < i < n and j = r(i); 
(0, 0) ifi>n+l andj= 1; 
0 otherwise. 
To see that c E R*, choose for each Ic < w a pt (JG) in the appropriate sec- 
ond category set so that Ipl (k) - 411 < l/(k + 1). For this pl(lc) find an appro- 
priate p2(k) so that Ip2(k) - q2( < I /(k + 1). Likewise find pl (lc),p2(k), ,p,(k) 
so that (pi(k) - qiI < l/(lc+ 1) for 1 < i < n. Then find l(lc) > Ic so that 
Y(L(~), fic(xc(p~ (k), PZ(~), , P~(~))))(z(PI (k), p2(k), , pn(k))) E R’. Since R* is 
closed and the sequence 
{Y(~(~),f~(~(Pl(~),PZ(~),‘. . >P7%(~))))(5(Pl(k),P2(~), . . . ,pn(V)): fc < w} 
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converges to c, we have c E R* \ V( x*, 0) = R* \ U. This contradicts the original 
selection of the R(b)‘s. The lemma is proved. 13 
Proposition 3. X has no point-countable k-network of closed sets. 
Proof. We adopt the previous notation. Recall that x* is a fixed type I point in X and 
U = V(x*, 0). R is the proposed point-countable closed k-network. For every x E U, 
there is a finite R* c R and an integer rr so that V(x,n) C UR* c U. 
Let T, be the set of all n-length finite sequence T of integers with r(i) > n for 
l<i<n. 
Consider the type I point x’ defined as follows. If either i = 0 or j = 0, then 
x’(i,j) = x*(i,j). If we have defined x’(i,j) for (i,j) < (1,J) with J # 0, then 
choose ~‘(1, J) E P so that the function z from {(i, j) E w x w: (i, j) < (I, J)} to P 
defined by 
z(i,j) = x’(i,j) for all (i,j) < (I, J), 
cannot be extended to a member of H(I+ 1, T) for any T E T, with n > I and ~(1) = J; 
nor can it be extended to a member of H(T) for any T E TI and ~(1) = J. This is 
possible since we need only to choose ~‘(1, J) E P avoiding a first category set. 
Now x’ E V(x*,O). If V(x’,n) c UR* c V(x*,O) for a finite R’ C R, then if x is 
the restriction of x’ to (n + 1) x w we have x E H((t(l)*(x), t(2)*(x), . . . ,t(n)*(x))), 
which conflicts with our selection of ~‘(72, t(n)*(x)). 0 
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